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NEWS BRIEFS
Ted Turner launching
cartoon cable TV network
ATLANTA (AP) - Media
mogul Ted Turner is launching
his fifth major cable TV network
with a channel that will show
cartoons around the clock.
The Cartoon Network, a basic cable television channel, will
debut Oct. 1, Turner said
Tuesday in making the announcement.
The network will feature
cartoons from Turner BroadcastingSystem Inc.'s vast stock
ofanimated features, which was
bolstered last year by the $320
million purchase of the HannaBarbera library.
Prosecutor's car stolen
during talk on car theft
NEWARK, N.J. (AP)-When
acting Essex County Prosecutor James Mulvihill talks about
car theft, he speaks from experience.
While talking at a Newark
church Wednesday night on the
evils of stealing cars, his
unmarked county car was stolen from its parking place
around the corner.
An 11-year-old Newark boy
snatched the 1988 Oldsmobile
and led police on a chase
through North Bergen, Union
City and Jersey City, where it
ended about two hours later
when he rammed it into two
other cars and tried to flee, police said.
The youth and a 14-year-old
companion were arrested; two
other people in the car escaped
by jumping down the nearby
50-foot cliffs overlooking
Hoboken, said Hudson County
Police Lt. Michael Critelli.
The two boys were beingheld
in the Hudson County Youth
House in Secaucus. They face
charges in Family Court in
Newark, where they live.
Patrol car stolen by drunken
driving suspect
JONESBORO, Ga. (AP)-It
took six hours, but Clayton
County police recovered a patrol
car stolen by a drunken driving
suspect early Friday.
Police pulled over Benjamin
Saye, 30, in Clayton County at
2 a.m. for suspected drunken
driving. He was handcuffed and
placed in the back seat of the
patrol car, said Lt. DougJewett.
Somehow, Saye crawled into
the front seat of the patrol car
and sped off.
Saye was arrested at 6 a.m.
when he showed up at a labor
pool office in Atlanta, about 20
miles from Clayton County, still
wearing one handcuff on his
wrist, Jewett said.
But police didn't find the
police cruiser until about 8:15
a.m., when police in College
Park, between Clayton County
andAtlanta, saw it parked near
an abandoned school, said Jack
Bencale, College Park assistant
police chief.

Ogeechee
Poetry Journal
accepting submissions
The Ogeechee Poetry
Journal, GSU's journal of poetry, is accepting submissions
from students, faculty, staff and
area residents.
According to Professor of
English John Humma, each
submission should be no more
than five poems of40 lines each.
They should not be submitted
for publication elsewhere.
Submissions shouldbe sent
to L.B. 8023 by March 13.
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GSU cracks down on drinkers

Students ^MMHfl^^^^^^H^^H Pair of
students
must 'tattle'
arrested
on alcohol
providers
By Kevin Hudson

Managing Editor

STATESBORO, Ga. (AP) Georgia Southern University
is helping authorities crack
down on illegal drinking by
forcing underage boozing
students to tell the sheriff
which establishments serve
minors.
Ed Bayens, Georgia Southern's assistant director of
special programs, said the
school started its new policy
this quarter. It requires students under 21 charged on
campus with drinking to write
a letter to the sheriff telling
him where they were served
alcohol and when the violation
occurred.
"I'm getting flooded with
these letters from students
who are in trouble at Georgia
Southern," Bulloch County
Sheriff Ray Akins told county
commissioners Tuesday.
Akins and the commissioners have warned nightclub
owners to start following the
letter of the law when"it comes *
to verifying that customers are
old enough to drink alcohol.
"These establishments are
breaking the law, either by
serving alcohol or allowing
them to drink it without checking their age, and we want
them to stop," Bayens said.
Bayens said the students'
SEE ALCOHOL, PAGE
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A GSU police officer places Unrecay D, Ringfeld under arrest for DUI arid driving without a license after
his car was stopped going the wrong way on Sweetheart Circle. (Photo by Kevin Hudson)

Two GSU students were arrested around 2 a.m. Sunday
after the car they were driving
was stopped for driving the
wrong way on Sweetheart
Circle.
Unrecay D. Ringfeld of 3755
Forrest Park Road, Atlanta,
was charged with DUI and
driving without a license.
Marcus M. Wimberly of 100
Arlethia Drive, Macon, was
charged with minor in possession/consumption.
Ringfeld had a bleeding
wound on his right elbow at
the time of the arrest. The car
he was driving was towed from
the circle.
Just prior to the arrest, two
GSU students reported that
they were victims of an aggravated assault that occurred
behind the Blue Building
Sunday between 1 a.m. and
2:30 a.m., according to a report
by the GSU Division of Public
Safety.
The case is under investigation by the Criminal
Investigations Division of the
University Police Department.
Students witnessed a crowd
gather in the parking lot by
the Blue Building shortly after
a party hosted in the Williams
Center by the Omega Psi Phi
fraternity ended at 1 a.m. It is
not known whether the
incidents were related to
happenings at the party.

Students can register to
vote at class registration
By Todd Homan
Staff Writer

The Student Government Association is sponsoring the upcoming voter
registration drive scheduled to run
today through Friday.
The drive, co-sponsored by the
Young Republicans and several Greek
organizations, will be held in the
Williams Center from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Students who register will be eligible to participate in include all local, state and national elections with
the exception of the presidential primary scheduled for March. Students
will also be eligible to vote in any
future liquor referendums.
Students already registered in another county can transfer their eligibility to Bulloch County during the
drive.
"A big misconception is that if you've
got it [registration] in one place, you've
got to stick with it there," according
to SGA Executive Vice-President
DavidMiles,
Miles also said that if a student is
registered to vote in another county
while they're home, transferring their
eligibility during school months is
simple.
For the students' convenience,
tables willbe setup adjacent to Spring
Quarter registration tables. All students are encouraged to fill out the
forms before or after class registration.

Two SGA representatives will be
on hand throughout the day to answer
any questions pertaining to registration.
The whole process is expected to
take less than 10 minutes and students need only bring with them a
picture I.D. and a desire to get involved.
"You can make a difference...if one
out of ten people voted, that's 1,300
people," said Miles.
Approximately 1,000-1,300 students are expected to take part in the
drive.
Gamma Beta Phi will also have a
booth set up in the registration area
to elect the "Professor of the year".

Taking us back to...

"Square One" is a new sculpture by Roger Finch, a
graduate student in the fine arts department at
GSU. It was placed on the south side of the Foy
Building last week and is the first in a series
planned by the sculptor. (Photo by Robby
Weatherly)
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Tuesday, Feb. 25
•The film The Hireling will
be shown at 7 p.m. in the
Union Theater. Admission to
the movie is $1 with GSU
student I.D. and $2 general
admission.
•There will be a faculty
recital at 8 p.m. in the Foy
Recital Hall featuring W.
Schmid on trumpet and M.
Braz on piano.
•Dr. Michael P. Moulton
will present the lecture Density
Dependent Habitat Selection at
noon in room 218 of the
Bioloev building.

Straight No Chaser will be
shown at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in
•There will be a skating the University Union Theater.
party at the Statesboro Skate Admission is $1 with a GSU
Inn at 7 p.m.
student I.D. and $2 general
• 8-Ball Tournament will be admission.
held at 7 p.m. in the Union
Gameroom. Prizes will be
Saturday, Feb. 29
awarded.
•The
Lady
Eagle
Basketball
team
will
play
Thursday, Feb. 27
against
Florida
A
&
M
•The Eagle basketball team
University
in
the
Hanner
will take on Stetson at 7:30
p.m. in the Hanner Fieldhouse. Fieldhouse at 5:15 p.m.
•The Eagle Basketball team
Admission is1 free with a GSU
will
play against Florida
student I.D. and $5 general
International
University in the
admission.
Hanner Fieldhouse at 7:30
Friday, Feb. 28
p.m. Admission is free with a
•The fiktL-TJkelonius Monk: GSU student I.D. and $5

Wednesday, Feb. 26

general admission.

Union Ballroom at 8 p.m.
•Dr. John W. Parrish will Thursday, March 5
Sunday, March 1
•Ann I. Ottesen will speak
be lecturing on "Biocnergetics
•The film Billy Bathgate,
of Prairie Game Birds" at noon on "The Folklife Project in
will be shown in the University
in the Biology building, room Northwest Georgia" at 7 p.m.
Union Theater at 7 and 9:30
in the GSU Museum Lecture
218.
p.m. The movie will be shown
Hall. For more information call
through Monday.
Wednesday, March 4
681-5443.
•There will be a general
•Floyd and Hobbs will
Monday, March 2
student
recital
in
the
Foy
perform
at 6 p.m. in the Union
• GSU Percussion Ensemble
Auditorium at 1 p.m.
Ballroom.
will perform in Foy Fine Arts
•The GSU Softball team will
•"Camp de Thiaroye" will be
Center at 8 p.m.
play Charleston Southern at 3 shown as part of the African
p.m.
Film Series at 7 p.m. in the
Tuesday, March 3
•A women's issues movie Union Theater.
•"Murmur of the Heart" will be shown at 5 p.m. in the
will be shown at the Union Union Theater.
•Rapture and the AfroTheater at 7 p.m.
•Pianists Floyd and Hobbs
American
choir will perform at
•Comedienne Rene Bray will perform in the Union
7
p.m.
in
the
Union Ballroom.
will be performing at the Ballroom at 6 p.m.

POLICE BEAT
GSU Department of Public
Safety
Wednesday, Feb. 19
•Laurie M . Grimsley was
charged with driving under the
influence.
•Kelly K. O'Neal was
charged with minor in
possession/consumption.
•Susan Diller reported a
ring missing from a ring
display at the University
Union rotunda.
•William Carper reported a
projector lens and lamp
missing from a projector in the
Hollis building.
•Allen Sanders reported a
bathroom stall in the men's
restroom in the Williams

LIKED BY MANY, CUSSED BY SOME, READ BY THEM ALL

Center was damaged during a
dance.
•Lorie Y. Brown and Leslie
Winson, Jr. were involved in
an automobile accident in the
University Union parking lot.
Tuesday, Feb. 18
•John S. Wallace, Jr. was
charged with driving under the
influence, reckless driving and
driving with an expired license.
•Andrew A. Hothem was
charged with theft by
shoplifting involving an
incident at the University
Store.
•Jimmy R. Barber, Jr. was
charged with driving under the
influence.
•Justin M. Booth was
charged with minor in

possession.
•Angela M. Morris reported
someone entered his vehicle in
the ' University
Union
commuter parking lot and took
a cassette player, radar
detector and a pair of Ray Ban
sunglasses.
•Christopher P. Cammack
reported someone entered her
vehicle in the Hanner parking
lot and took approximately 60
compact discs.
Statesboro Police Department
Saturday, Feb. 22
•Todd S. Duffy reported
someone broke into his S. Main
Street apartment. Apparently
nothing was missing, but $200
worth of damage was done to
the door and lock.

Friday, Feb. 21
•Scott Bradley Inmon was
charged with driving under the
influence.
•Guy Owens of W. Inman
Street reported several
unidentified black males
threatened him while walking
down the street.

By Ken Ward

One of the most useful
offices on campus, the
Placement Office, is often
ignored by GSU students until
it is too late to take advantage
of the services it provides,
according to Dave Graham,
Director of Placement.
By serving as a quasiadvisor and catalyst, the
Placement Office, which is
located in the Rosenwald
Building, seeks to assist all
GSU students with their
career planning and professional
job
search.
Unfortunately, the process
does not guarantee a student
employment.

Primarily, the office
operates as a place where
students and alumni can
plan, review and then
implement their career goals.
"Many students feel that the
Placement Office can't help
them, and that couldn't be
further from the truth,"
Graham said. "We can help
students identify employers,
write resumes, interview
effectively and make them
more aware of useful job
search strategies; therefore,
as they get closer to
graduation, they can initiate
their own job search
campaign."
The Placement Office
provides a variety of services

CAMPUS BRIEFS

to all GSU students. At one
time, the purpose of the office
was simply job placement;
however, in recent months the
office has undergone a
structural change and has
added job planning as
another function.
This change shifted a part
of the office's focus from job
search to preparing all
students with solid skills,
thus enabling them to present
themselves effectively to
prospective employers.
The Placement Office also
offers a co-op program, which
is promoted as a way to go to
college and gain "real work"
experience. In March, the
office will have a full-time

Corrections &
Amplifications

Grant funds Woodland
development at garden
The GSU Botantical
Garden has received a $6,670
matching grant from the Georgia Forestry Commission as
part of the America the Beautiful Urban and Community
Forestry Program
The federal program
funds community-based urban forestry projects throughout the U.S.
The Garden's grant is being used to develop a long-term site
management plan for the forested areas at the Garden and to
install interpretive signs on the existing forest trails. An orientation sign describing the forest will also be developed as part of the
project, scheduled for completion this summer.
The site management plan will be based on an assessment
and mapping of existing trees and shrubs. Computer-based site
maps will serve as a foundation for developing detailed site plans
for each section of the forest.
Interpretive signs along the forest trails will help visitors
learn about the elements of forest ecosystems in the context of a
changing urban forest.
The grant supports several student assistants who are
working with the Garden's staff on the project. Purchase of
computer software associated with forest mappingis also included
in the grant.

•In the Feb. 21 edition of
The George-Anne, the article
concerning Caroline Canady,
the newly crowned Miss GSU,
should have read that Canady
is a graduate student in GSU's
graduate program, attending
the satellite facility at ASC.

ATTENTION
JEWISH
STUDENTS!

wlD. 5:00 P.M.
UNIVERSITY
UNION ROOM
254
FOR MORE
INFORMATION
CONTACT
BERNIE
SOLOMON

Sorority sponsors Big Man of Campus
The sixth annual Big Man on Campus (BMOC) Contest,
sponsoredby the local collegiate chapter of Zeta Tau Alpha (ZTA),
will be held Feb. 25 at 7:30 p.m. in the Union Ballroom.
BMOC is ZTA's annual fundraiser for the Association for
Retarded Citizens and High Hope Associations, its national and
local philanthropies.
This year the contest will feature 14 GSU men sponsored by
fraternity and sorority organizations at GSU. Each of the guys
will model casual and formal wear, as well as answer impromtu
questions if chosen as a finalist.
Admission for the event is $3.

J

681-5696

STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS
The George-AnneisVne official student newspaper of Georgia Southern University, owned and operated by GSU
students and utilizing the facilities provided by GSU. The newspaper is the oldest continuously published weekly
newspaper in Bulloch County and Statesboro, Ga. The ideas expressed herein are those of the editor or the
individual authors and do not necessarily represent the views of the Student Media Committee, theadministration,
the faculty and staff of Georgia Southern University, or the University System of Georgia. The George-Anne is
published twice weekly during the academic year and three times during summers. Any questions regarding
content should be directed to the editor (681-5246).
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Room 111, F. I. Williams Center. The George-Anne, Landrum Center Box 8001, Georgia Southern University,
Statesboro, Ga. 30460. 912/681-5246 (News) or 912/618-5418 (Advertising)

Wednesday, Feb. 19
•William McClure Hershey
reported that between
December 9 and December 23 a
VCR, television, Nintendo
machine, five Nintendo games
and approximately 40 compact
discs were taken from his
University Place address.

Placement office offers student assistance
Staff Writer

THE GEORGE-ANNE

career
development
professional to assist all students with selecting a major.
"Unlike in the past,
acquiring a college education
does not come with a job
guarantee," Graham said.
"Today, students need to be
aware of the reality of the job
SEE PLACEMENT, PAGE
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ADVERTISING INFORMATION
The George-Anne reserves the right to refuse any advertisement. The George-Anne's advertising rates are as
follows:
•Students and student groups:
$2 per column inch
•GSU faculty, departments or affiliates:
$3 per column inch
•Statesboro area businesses & groups:
$4 per column inch*
•National rate
$7 per column inch
"Five inch minimum ad size, otherwise classified display rates (S5.00 per column inch) apply.

DEADLINE: The deadline for reserving space and submitting advertising copy is Noon, one-week prior to the
intended publication date. For more information, rate cards, sample publications, contact: Stacy Graham,
Advertising Manager, ADS, (912) 681-5418; or Bill Neville, Student Publications Coordinator, (912) 681-0069.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING INFORMATION
The George-Anne' reserves the right to refuse any advertisement. The George-Anne's classified advertising
rates are as follows:
•Students, student groups, faculty and departments:
Free (25 words or less)
•Others groups or businesses:
1M per word per edition ($5.00 minimum)
•Retail classified display.
$5.00 per column inch)
DEADLINE: The deadline for reserving space and submitting classified advertising copy is Noon, one-weekprior
to the intended publication date. Free classified ads from students, faculty and staff must be submitted in writing,
with the name of the sender and local address. Wo free ads taken via telephone. One free ad per person per week.

CIRCULATION INFORMATION

''

Subscription rates for home delivery of The George-Anne are six dollars per quarter, or $18 per year, delivered
bulk mail. Please address all inquiries to Jeff White, Business Manager. The George-Anne is distributed free of
charge on the Georgia Southern University campus through delivery sites located in campus buildings and
residence halls.
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*We gratefully acknowledge the theft of our slogan from Robert Williams of the Blackshear Times. Call Bob and
he can tell you who he stole fi from originally.
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straieht-A
still
failing
miserably
Are your grades an A+ and your life a D-? If the
never-ending cycle to be the best has you lost and
depressed, we can help you find the middle ground.
Call us at The Clark Center. Our doctors, counselors
and support groups can help you make the grade.

Qafk
Center

23 Lester Road, Statesboro, Georgia
489-3605
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UGA student newspaper wins a partial victory in lawsuit
ATLANTA (AP) - The meetings and hearings of the
University of Georgia student student court and to have
newspaper, the Red and Black, access to its records under
on Thursday won a partial Georgia's Open Meetings and
victory in its lawsuit to gain Open Records acts.
access to the school's student
Atlanta Superior Court
University Organization Court. Judge Frank Hull ruled that
The newspaper had filed the newspaper be allowed to
suit in July 1991 against the see any records of meetings
Board of Regents of the state and hearings, but she denied
university system, school the request that reporters be
president Charles Rnapp and -permitted to attend the
William Bracewell, director of meetings and hearings.
the Office of Judicial Programs
Hull ruled that the meetings
at the school.
of the student organization are
The Red and Black wanted not covered by the Open
to be allowed to attend Meetings Act.

Keegan Federal, attorney
for the Red and Black, said he
will appeal the judge's ruling.
"We're delighted we got half
a loaf," Federal said. "We will
be filing an appeal on the other
half."
The former editor of the Red
and Black, Jennifer Squillante,
said, "The issue is too
important to leave at this.
"Although it's great to have
access to the records, you can't
tell anything about the process
by which you've arrived at
these things on paper. It's the
job of the press to monitor

Atlanta fraternity helps youth at risk
ATLANTA (AP) - An
Atlanta chapter of a black
fraternity is pairing successful
men with black youth at risk of
dropping out of school or
getting into legal trouble.
"I've been in a lot of
programs and been in a lot of
schools," said Robert Smith,
17, who participates in the
Alpha Phi Alpha mentor
program. "It looks pretty
different than any program
I've been in. They seem legit."
The program is modeled
after the fraternity's national
education endeavor, "Go to
High School, Go to College."
The fraternity operates the
program at four Fulton County
high schools and one Atlanta
middle school.
Ron Jenkins, a state health
program consultant, is helping
18-year-old Andre Weaver sort
out problems at home, at
school and with the law.

Jenkins said Weaver has
done an about-face from the
angry young man he was
nearly four years ago.
"He's got an idea of where
he's going and how to get
there," Jenkins said. "The
benefit I've gotten out of it is
being there and making a
difference."
Weaver has spent little time
with his own father and says
he has benefited from spending
time with Jenkins.
"It's been like a real positive
thing in my life. I might have
been worse off if it wasn't for
this," said Weaver, a Frank
McClarin High student. "He's
been more like a best friendfather figure."
The fraternity in October
bought a former school
building from the Fulton
County school system to use as
a community center.

Court rules underage
drinking fault of furnisher

OLYMPIA (AP) - The state
Supreme Court ruled in a 5-4
decision Thursday that a
person who furnishes liquor to
a minor in a social setting can
be held responsible for harm
that befalls the minor as the
result of intoxication.
In a strongly worded
dissent, Justice Jim Dolliver
called the majority opinion by
Justice Charles Johnson a
usurpation of legislative
powers. Dolliver predicted that
past decisions granting
immunity to social hosts who
have provided liquor to adults
will be scrapped.
The decision reversed the
1988 dismissal by King County
Superior Court Judge Charles
Burdell of a wrongful death
suit filed by Judith Hansen,
the mother of Keith Hansen,
against Robert Friend and
Robert M. Petty.
Hansen drowned while on a
fishing trip at Lake Jameson
in Eastern Washington. Court
records
show
he
was
intoxicated at the time and
that his access to beer at the
site had not been restricted by
Petty and Friend.
In his opinion, Johnson
relied on state law that makes
it a crime to sell, give, or
otherwise supply liquor to
people under 21 years of age.
"The Legislature has thus
established
that
both
commercial hosts and social
' hosts commit a criminal act if
they furnish liquor to a minor,"
Johnson wrote.
1
Johnson conceded that in an
earlier case the high court
ruled that social hosts who

served liquor to an adult guest
could not be sued for injuries
resulting from the guest's
intoxication.

In that case, the court noted
that the Legislature had
repealed in 1955 the dramshop act that imposed liability
on social hosts.
Because it is illegal to give,
sell or supply liquor to a minor,
Johnson wrote, "Social hosts
owe a duty to exercise ordinary
care not to furnish liquor to a
minor."'
Dolliver was not persuaded
by that reasoning.
"The majority, apparently
transfixed by the facts before it
and harboring a belief that
"youth must be served' has
determined it can and, indeed,
should take on a more creative
role in usurping powers of the
Legislature," he wrote. "This is
an odd way to maintain
continuity in the law and
surely does little to engender
respect."
Dolliver added: "It seems
more than likely that in the
next case involving a social
host the court will declare the
doctrine of social host
immunity has ceased to exist
in this state and hold there is a
duty by any social host toward
those to whom the host has
furnished alcoholic beverages."
Joining Johnson in the
majority opinion were justices
Jim
Andersen,
Bob
Brachtenbach, Charles Smith
and Bob Utter. Signing
Dolliver's dissent were justices
Rich Guy, Barbara Durham
and Chief Justice Fred Dore.

Dessert Festival will support
Statesboro Food Bank
GSU News Service

Coordinated Religious
Ministries (CRM) will hold a
"Dessert Festival" in the
Rotunda Feb. 26 from 11 a.m.
* until 1 p.m. The beneficiary of
this fund raiser will be The
Food Bank, Inc. of Statesboro.
I
Aid
Association
for
Lutherans Branch 5169 of St.
Paul's Lutheran Church is
, planning on matching the
funds raised up to $600.
For about fifty cents
students can enjoy a dessert
1

and help the hungry.
Coordinated Religious
Ministries is a coalition of
campus ministries. Members
are Baptists Student Union,
Campus Outreach, Canterbury
Club, Catholic Newman
Association, Good News Bible
Study, Isalmic Community,
Jewish (Hillel Affiliate), Life
Ministries, Lutheran Student
Fellowship,
Reformed
University Fellowship and
Wesley Foundation.

these processes."
Bracewell had testified that
he was prevented from
releasing the student court
records by the federal Family
and Education Rights and
Privacy Act, known as the
Buckley Amendment.
The student newspaper
argued that the act does not
absolutely prohibit release of
student'— information, but
provides for withholding of
federal money if such
information is released'
indiscriminately.
Hull agreed, saying in her

Rip Us
Off.

In exchange for a low
purchase price, the fraternity
agreed to serve as mentors
each year to 25 black males
from the county's Banneker,
McClarin, Tri-Cities and
Westlake high schools. About
95 Fulton County students are
involved in the program.
"This is a very unusual
contract," said Fulton County
School Superintendent James
H. Fox Jr. "The most effective
approach
to mentoring
involves sticking with kids
over an extended period of
time, so that's what we're
doing."
The fraternity members
want to serve as mentors to
300 students over four years.
Scholarships
will
be
awarded to students in the
program who plan to attend

That's right - you heard right. Rip
us off. Get something for nothing.
Say hello to a friend. Find a
roommate. Get a job. Find a home
for a litter of kittens. Buy a
wombat. Or sell your Beamer
(right, like you expect us to believe
you - and not your folks - actually
have the title to that BMW).
Regardless of your purpose (or
even if you are a congenital liar
like the Beamer owner), Georgia's
liveliest classified ad section is for
you. Students, faculty and staff
can have 25-word action ads
published for nothing. Fill out the
little rectangles at left, and send
your ad to G-A Action Ads, LB
8001, GSU or drop it by the
Williams Center, Room 111. You
MUST include your name and
Landrum Box number to qualify
for a freebie. Remember, keep it
short: students, faculty and staf
will be billed at 10 cents a Word for
words in excess of the 25 word
limit:

College.

decision, "The underlying
purpose of the Buckley
Amendment was not to grant
individual students a right to
privacy ... but to stem the
growing policy of many
institutions to carelessly
release
educational
information."
She also said the act covers
only "education records," which
does not include information
regarding hazing charges
against social fraternities. And
she said release of records
under a court order would not
trigger loss of federal money in

any case.
The judge dismissed Knapp
from the lawsuit, saying the
records in issue are in the
office supervised by Bracewell,
but he allowed the lawsuit to
remain against the Board of
Regents, of which Bracewell is
an employee.
The suit was filed after the
newspaper was refused
admittance into two hearings
in May 1991 in which hazing
charges
against
two
fraternities were discussed.
SEE

UGA,

PAGE
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Skating Party
•7pm

The Friendly Diner
K\e CoQ
<C Starting at O-

$3.49

6 ounce
Chopped Steak
on bun w/
lettuce, tomato &

O"

Fries
$2.22

489 - 3307

^

Bre

Q^

Waffles %
Blueberry
Pancakes
& more

Statesboro Skate Inn

Located across from
Wal-Mart next
6:30 am - 3:00 pm Frank|in Chevrolet

Hours:
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IS NOW ACCEPTING STUDENT SUBMISSIONS FOR THE
1992 MAGAZINE IN THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES
POETRY
THEATRICAL VIGNETTES
CRITICAL ESSAYS
EXPOSITORY ESSAYS
SHORT FICTION
FOREIGN LANGUAGE LIT.
MUSICAL SCORES

PHOTOGRAPHY
PAINTING
SCULPTURE
ETCHING
CERAMICS
DRAWINGS

Student's name and L.B.
should appear on cover
sheet only. Visual art must
be submitted as a slide or
photo of high quality. All
Literary entries must be
typed.
DEADLINE-MARCH 2
MISCELLANY
L.B. 8023

SPRING BREAK!!

STRAIGHT
NO CHASER
|PG-13|<gS>

Sunday & Monday
DUSTIN NICOLE LOREN
HOFFMAN KIDMAN DEAN

BILLY
BATHGATE
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MOVIES

Friday & Saturday
Sunday & Monday
7:00 p.m. & 9:30 p.m.

Union Theatre

HURRY! SPACE IS LIMITED!!

For reservations and
information call:
"Kelly" at Our 8th
764-3621 Sell-Out
Year!

$1 with GSU Student I.D.
$2 General Admission

Hotline

•a 681-0461
Student Director
Publicity Coordinator
Concerts Chair
Coffeehouse Chair

UP BOARD

Heidi Graef
Marly Hays
Stephanie Scott
Mike Bowden

Films Chair
Multicultural Chair
Homecoming Chair

Bill Waller
Lynwood Holmes
Cheryl Stephens

n Office 681-5442 • UNION PRODUCTIONS
LANDRUM BOX 8066 • STATESBORO, GA 30460
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Buckley (partially) busted

This past Thursday, the University of Georgia's student newspaper, the Red and Black, won a partial victory over the closed hearings of their school's
Organizational Court.
The Red and Black had sued for access to the hearings and records of the decisions made by the courts.
UGA claimed refuge under the federal Family and
Education Rights and Privacy Act, otherwise known
as the Buckley Amendment.
UGA claimed that the records were "educational
records," and therefore couldn't be released and that
the student court wasn't covered under the Georgia
Open Meeting's Act.
Judge Frank Hull ruled that the paper is allowed
access to any records of meetings and hearings, but
denied that the courts were covered under the state's
Open Meeting's Law.
It is important that Judge Hull stated, "The underlying purpose of the Buckley Amendment was not to
grant individual students a right to privacy ... but to
stem the growing policy of many institutions to carelessly release educational material."
Now that the ruling has clearly shown that individual privacy is not the purpose of the Buckley
Amendment, it is time that universities and colleges
drop the veil of secrecy that shrouds their student
courts: one university in particular being our own
GSU.
As institutions of higher learning, we should stand
up for open student courts, rather than cowering at
the demands of the Education Department and using
the Buckley Amendment as a way to keep student
journalists away from "university business."
Since when has is been laudable to hold court in secret?
We applaud the Red and Black's efforts and wish
them luck in their appeal to gain admission to the
Organizational Court.

OPINIONS

Why I'm not voting for George Bush
President Bush has a long
road to hoe over the next nine
months or so.
Hard-core conservatives
aren't happy with him. People
like Pat Buchanan and
William F. Buckley feel like
he has abandoned the
"Reagan legacy."
Despite his pro-life views
and his stacking of the
Supreme Court, abortion remains legal. He raised taxes.
He hasn't slammed the borders shut on Japanese products.
China retained its most favored nation trading status
despite the Tiarienman
Square massacre.
Obviously, left-wingers
don't like him either. He
hasn't done anything of note
about health care. He's been
stacking the Supreme Court so
that Roe v. Wade will probably be overturned. His
promises to be an "education"
and an "environmental"
president didn't really
amount to anything.
Moderates (i.e. the middle
class) are ready to throw him.
out because of the economy
and the rise in middle class
unemployment. The President's upper class favoritism
isn't going to help him any.
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Gary A. Witte
23 percent of the Republican
voters in the New Hampshire
primary said if Bush was the
Republican nominee in
November, they would not vote
for him.
I can't say I blame them.
By registration, I am a
Democrat (my terrible secret
revealed). However, this
would not stop me from voting
for a Republican if I thought
he or she was the better candidate.
George Bush is not that
candidate.
There are any number of
reasons I can give you why
I'm not voting for him.
For instance, China retained its most favored nation
status, he's been stacking the
Supreme Court, the economy
stinks, etc.
But I think one of the main
reasons is his contrariness.
If someone (fill in name of
voter here) said, "Look Mr.
President, there's a tiger over
there!" George would look and
smile that sort of lips-stuck-

to-teeth kind of smile and say
"No, that's not a tiger. It's just
a large housecat with stripes."
Then, as the tiger was
busily devouring the voter,
George would turn to the other
voters and say, "By gosh, that
IS a tiger! But it's obviously
the Democrats who let it
loose."
As it was devouring the second voter, George would say,
"Everyone remain calm, I've
given Congress a March
deadline to deal with this
tiger, so you know who is at
fault if it continues eating
you, the American people."
"Isn't that right Dan?"
Let's face it, he didn't admit
there was even a recession
until a few months ago, when
someone finally whispered in
his ear and told him the voters
were getting really hacked off
about the economy.
It was just like when he
suddenly started caring about
at-home issues, when it became painfully obvious everyone thought he was paying

too much attention to foreign
issues and not enough to
American issues.
Very convenient turns of
opinion on part of our
President. He changes only
when he realizes that he may
lose some votes.
The second big reason I'm
not voting for him is what he
sees as his biggest plus.
Desert Storm.
Every time I think of our
little excursion into the sands
of Iraq, I think of the unfinished business we left behind.
The Kurds.
Oh, I give the President full
marks for self-control. He
never said we would depose
Hussein by force, ignoring
for the moment that it's what
he was hoping for, and that everyone knew it.
He said that liberating
Kuwait was our goal, and that
was what we did.
But after calling on the
Iraqi people to revolt against
their leader, he turned around
and left enough of Hussein's
army so the rebel Kurds were
soundly defeated, leading to a
mass exodus of refugees who
ended up starving in the
mountains of Iraq.
It took a public outcry and
SEE BUSH, PAGE
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Last Tuesday night, the internationally acclaimed
Falla Guitar Trio performed for a standing room only
audience in the Foy Auditorium.
-Mi

STAFF

FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK...
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Students rude at concert

Unfortunately for those enjoying the trio's dynamic
performance, a vocal group of students in attendance
found it necessary to converse freely, often laughing
at several points in the show.
Based on the blatant immaturity and lack of respect
displayed, it seems evident these students were required to attend the performance for academic credit,
a system used by professors in several departments
on campus.
If the instructors of GSU are to continue making attendance of fine arts events mandatory, we suggest
class time be set aside to teach proper decorum at
these events.
As sad as it may be that certain college students much like elementary school children - need to be instructed in how to behave in public, actions like those
of the noisy crowd at Tuesday's concert need to be addressed.
Students who take advantage of on-campus programs for their own enjoyment should not be made to
suffer by the actions of those who have no personal interest in the performance.

Liked By Many,
Cussed By Some...
Read By Them All
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Adoption is the answer to the abortion question
Dear Editor,

I, as many others have done,
would like to take this opportunity to talk about abortion. I
am a Christian and believe
very strongly in pro-life. It
seems that this whole issue revolves around one thing women that can't stand the
thought of men telling them
what they can or can't do.
I really think that abortion
needs a lot more serious
thought than that. After all,
this is a human life that's being
discussed. Not an embryo, not
a fetus, but a human life. If
pepple would quit beating
around the bush and oversimplifying the situation, they
would realize that.
Many women say they are
mature enough to make their
own decisions about their body.
Then why don't they use some
of that maturity to keep from
getting pregnant in the first
place? After all, is a few moments of pleasure worth the
cost of a human life? That's
what it essentially comes down
to. It seems really selfish to
take a baby's life just because

of the mistakes of his/her parents.
I do believe adoption is the
key. In the article in the Feb.
18 edition ["Pro-life and
Christian"], a writer said we'd
have too many babies.
WRONG!! I know of couples
who must wait eight to ten
years or lpnger to get a child.
And yet people say there would
be too many children?
Also, I'd like to tell that
same writer that God can work
miracles and that's being realistic. He can do anything
whether you want to be realistic or not.
I also don't believe there is
any such thing as an
"unwanted" child. Every child
is wanted and loved by God
first. But also that child is
wanted by someone else; if not
the parents than a different
person. It seems very cold and
unfeeling to say unwanted.
What if someone else labeled
you with that title?
As proven in a previous editorial by Tom Scarborogh
["Bible clearly states that abortion is murder," Feb. 11], the

Bible clearly states God's high
regard of human life.
There are hundreds of scriptures to support pro-life, but
the most effective one to me is
when Jesus states in Matthew
19:14, "...Let the little children
come unto me, and do not hinder them, for the kingdom of
Heaven belongs to such as
these."
You see, Jesus's disciples
wanted to keep the children
away from Him, but Jesus
specifically told them to allow
the children to come and sit
with Him. He especially
wanted to take time to talk
with them and show them love.
That's the bottom lineLove. Do you love yourself
more or do you love the precious gift God's given you?
After all, a child is a precious
gift from God no matter what

circumstances he/she was conceived in.
In closing, I'd like to say to
all the abortion advocates that
they can stand up and voice
their opinion because they've
already been born. What if
their parents felt like they do?
Also, I commend all Christians
who have written in and taken
a stand. It's very comforting to
know others share in my beliefs and convictions. Thanks
for the opportunity.
P.S.- Would the writer in
the Feb. 18 issue ["Pro-life and
Christian"] please write me
and tell me where the Bible
supports homosexuality?
Thanks!

Andrea Jones

Freshman, Business major

LETTER AND SUBMISSION POLICY
The George-Anne welcomes letters to the editor, story submissions and guest columns from
people both inside and outside the Gecgia Southern University Community. All copy
submitted should be typed (double-spaced, please), preferably on Macintosh disk in
Microsoft Word or Microsoft Works format. All submissions must be signed and include a
mailing address and phone number for verification. The editors reserve the right to reject any
submission. There is no word limit on submissions. A writer may request to remain
anonymous. However, it will be the editor's decision whether or not to print the name.
Submissions are run on a space-available basis.
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Campus organization 'Revisions' restarted

Group is dedicated to improving education and communication of women
By Carolyn McWilliams

Staff Writer
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Revisions is a new organization on campus that is committed to the education and communication of women.
Although this definition
may scare some individuals,
"This group is not about male
bashing," states faculty
adviser Linda Page. "It is
about simply improving communications."
The original group was
founded in 1990 under the
direction
of Catherine
Hungerford, director of
individual interests.
Upward Bound.
During the meeting the
The new group is organized
group
discussed subjects which
by students for their own

might be possible topics to
explore. Date Rape or dating
practices, the National

Organization for Women
(NOW), harassment and
abortion were some of the
subjects that were discussed
for the possibility of speakers
and workshops.
Along with these subjects
several others were explored
that^are not the norm. For example^* the glass ceiling effect
in business was discussed.
This is when more and more
women enter a certain
profession and the amount of
salary and benefits decreases
due to the lack of male
participation. This is common
in the nursing profession.
Other subjects such as social
ro^es or gender roles, sex information and tips on balancing a
family and a career are of an

Men are ten times more likely to snore than women
The problem is usually the
tongue, which falls backward
during sleep and rests against
the soft palate and other flexible tissues at the back of the
throat.
As one breathes, the inhaled
air causes the tongue and these
tissues to vibrate against each
other.
Males are 10 times more
likely to be snorers than are
women. Also, "about 30% of all
snorers have a disease called
sleep apnea," according to
Philip Smith, M.D., director of
John Hopkin's Sleep Disorders
Center.
Sleep apnea occurs as a result of the tongue dropping
back so far that it gets sucked
into the airway "like a moist
cork," says Chicago snoring
specialist Charles F. Samelson,
M.D.
The flexible throat muscles
collapse around the tongue, the
snorer's airway is completely
obstructed (ceasing all sound)
and he actually stops breathing
for 10, 20, 30 seconds or more.
These alarming pauses of
breathing occur at regular intervals, frequently following
extended sequences of harsh
snoring.

HEALTH AND FITNESS
Donald Jordan
When breathing stops, the
snorer's survival instincts
usually cause him to wake up
enough to pull his tongue out
of his airway and continue
breathing. However, as he falls
into another deep sleep the
process usually repeats itself.
Physicians consider this
disorder very serious; as many
as 3, 000 people die in their
sleep because of it annually.
Anyone who is a sleep apneic
should consult a physician as
soon as possible.
For a simple snoring problem, specialists recommend
easy solutions. If the problem
is more serious, the snorer can
seek alternative techniques,
such as surgery. Here are
some anti-snoring treatments.
Elevate your head. This
technique helps
keep
the airway open. Place a few
wooden blocks under the bedposts at the head of the bed.
Don't use additional pillows
because they will only narrow
your airway and make snoring
worse.
Stop sleeping on your back.
Sleep on your side or stomach
to help prevent your tongue

from dropping farther back
into your mouth.
Lose some weight. When
people get fat, they get fat all
over - even the throat tissue
can swell, contributing to
airway obstruction.
Avoid pills. Tranquilizers,
sleeping pills and antihistamines are central-nervoussystem depressants that can
predispose the muscles in a
snorer's throat to become too
relaxed and flexible. This increases the chance of vibration
in the airway. Also, the relaxed
muscles can cause the tongue
to fall back in the throat's airway more easily.
Cut back on alcohol. "NOT!,"
as many of you are responding
to this gesture. However,
alcohol is also a depressant.
Clear your nose. Nasal
congestion causes you to
breathe through your mouth.
When you open your mouth,
your jaw position changes and
may block your nose so you are
more likely to snore.
Two anti-depressant drugs,
imipramine and protriptyline,
taken in small doses, are fairly
effective in treating snoring
and mild cases of sleep apnea,

Nature photography need not be expensive
The Associated Press

Generally speaking, professional nature photographers
have a wide range of expensive
accessories that help them get
great photographs.
Does this mean that you
cannot get outstanding nature
pictures without spending a
bundle of cash? Not at all. In
fact, with the addition of a few
inexpensive accessories, you
can get images that rival those
of top pros.
Tripod - With your camera
securely atop a tripod, you will
be able to shoot at slower shutter speeds without worrying
about camera shake. This is
especially useful when shooting in the early morning or
late afternoon hours. In
addition, slower shutter speeds
let you shoot at smaller f-stops
for increased depth-of-field.
This is important when
shooting with telephoto lenses,
which don't offer great depthof-field.
Tele-converters - These
relatively inexpensive devices
extend the range of your telephoto lens, giving you in effect
two lenses in one. The major
camera manufacturers Minolta, Nikon, Canon, Pentax
and Olympus — offer Ix, 1.4x
and 2x tele-converters. A lx
tele-converter on a lOOmm
lens provides an effective focal
length of 200mm, a 1.4x TC
turns a 300mm lens into a
420mm lens, and a 2x TC gives
you a 600mm effective focal
length when using a 300mm
lens.

The drawback to using teleconverters is that they don't
produce razor-sharp pictures,
as do true telephoto lenses.
However, unless you are making very large enlargements,
you will probably not notice
the difference.
1:1 Extension Tube - When
a 1:1 extension tube is
mounted between the lens and
the camera body, you can get a
life-size reproduction of a very
small object, such as the petals
on a flower, without having to
invest in a costly macro lens.
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In most cases, you will not
compromise quality when
shooting with an extension
tube as compared to shooting
with a macro lens. This is because there is no glass in the
tube. (Tele-converters use several glass elements to increase
the lens focal length.) You will
be limited, however, by reproduction ratio, which you can
vary when shooting with a
macro lens.
Polarizing Filter - This is
SEE PHOTOGRAPHY,
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"Snoring is often caused by
an obstruction in or narrowing
of the airway of the sleeper,"
says Men's Health magazine.
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Register For
Free Duck
Head Shorts!!
Drawing held on
March 12, 13, 14

Bring This Coupon To The

Duck Head Attic

Above R. J. Pope Traditional
Menswear And Receive $5 Off
Duck Head Shorts
(Regularly $25.00)

Downtown Statesboro 5 South Main Street

764-4306

says Daniel Wagner, M.D., a
clinical neurologist at Cornell
University's Sleep Wake
Disorders Center. He also says
that the drugs partially block
chemical receptors in the muscles and may prevent imbalances between chest and throat
muscles that can be lead to
snoring.
Surgery is usually considered if none of the latter
methods are effective. One procedure, uvulopalatopharyngoplasty (UPPP), is similar to a
big tonsillectomy. The surgeon
removes excess tissues from
the throat, including the tonsils, uvula and edge of the soft
palate, that could be obstructing the airway.
There are other types or
surgery that are sometimes
recommended for snoring and
apnea patients. More advice on
different procedures to stop
snoring can be obtained from
appropriate specialists.

interest to the group.
are important to the group,
The group is also interested both males and females are;
in the creation of a newsletter given an equal voice.
to let others know about the
The groups next meeting
activities that are planned.
will be tonight, Tuesday
Revisions is made of February 25, in the Student
different types of people with Union, room 247 at 6 p.m.
the common goal of discussing Another related program will
gender issues or any other be held in Johnson Hall at 7
issue that is of a concern to the p.m., March 5. The topics of
student body, faculty, and relationships and abuse will be
staff. Although gender issues discussed.

Spring Break '92
North Myrtle Beoch
Myrtle Beoch
The Grond Strond
You've Got The Time...
We've Got The Beach!
So, Pack your bags, grab
your friends, find any
mode of transportation
and join the Spring Break
Beach Blast in North
Myrtle Beach, Myrtle
Beach, and The Grand
Strand.
We have sun and surf,
trendy nightclubs, and a
festive party atmosphere.
You won't want to miss
this most excellent
adventure!

For more information about
how you can join the Spring
Break Beach Blast call:
1-800-356-3016, ext. 700

WHO:

All Student Organizations

WHEN!

February 25-27,1992
4:00-8:00 pm

WHEPE:

Williams Center,
Room 101

WHY:

To include your group in
the Spring 1992 edition of
the...
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(with the exception of Greeks)

outhern Deflector
Q U A RTE R L Y

.MAGAZINE

•Call 681-5305 to make an
appointment to have your
group shot! Deadline to call is
February 24, 19S2.
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Eagles 'get by Mercer, 81 -74

lead at 65-57 with 5:52 left in
the game.

By Rod Swinson

Staff Writer

A tribute to
Johnson's
character

Considering this is my last
opportunity to acknowledge a
subject
concerning
an
African American in this the
"Black History Month," I
would like to offer my print
contribution for the month.
I don't mean to be ungrateful, (if I'm supposed to be
grateful) but why is it that one
out of 12 months in a year is
designated as a month to
acknowledge
the
accomplishments of African
Americans in this a free and
equal society.
Personally, I don't feel that
one month should be slated to
emphasized the achievements
of African Americans because the achievements are
continuous throughout the
year; so why not give credit
WHEN and WHERE they are
due.
Let's push for Equal
Opportunity
Publicity
throughout every year in the
good as well as the bad situations.
On that note, let me venture
back into the sports world,
where the focus of this column
is supposed to be.
As you have probably noticed, I have not deemed the
Mike Tyson issue worthy of
my column and let me express my reasons neatly and
precisely and move on to a
worthy topic.
I don't feel that the issue is
worthy because I can not shuffle through all the mess and
find an "innocent" party on
either side of the court room.
Finished with that for good.
Now to pay tribute to the
African American who I feel
has earned tribute.
Earvin "Magic" Johnson is
not a perfect person, but he has
never to my knowledge placed
himself in that category.
Johnson showed his imperfection when he made a monumental mistake that may, in
the long run, cost him his life,
■ but in this mistake he showed
something that so many people lack: Character.
True, it took a real man
(black or white) to come before
a world full of critics to say he
made a mistake and have become a member of the most
undesired club in the world.
(Let
me
clarify
"undesired." I mean that no
one wants to go through what
AIDS takes a person through.)
Johnson showed a great
deal of character when he
made his announcement on
nation-wide television, but
considering his current status
in the world picture he was
almost forced to do such.
Most people feel that he
showed enormous character
when he became a spokesperson for prevention of the virus
and safe sex.
But personally, Magic
earned his position with me,
when he admitted the mistake
of declaring that safe sex was
the way, then correcting his
mistake by declaring that no
sex should have been his way.
I know that just as Magic
has taken criticism for this
stand, so shall I for advocating it, but that's what
separates those who perform
from those who conform.
So, I personally would like
to pay tribute to Earvin
"Magic" Johnson as an outstanding person, (not just an
African American) for he is a
man of much character and
strength.
Johnson has given many
good times to the world and
now I, as a member of this
world, pay him back with all
that I can give:
Respect,
SEE SWINSON, PAGE
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The Eagles played a subpar game, but managed to
down the Mercer Bears 81-74
Saturday night in Hanner
Fieldhouse.
A crowd of 3,124 was restless most of the night because
the Eagles seemed to never get
on track to put away a Mercer
team that refused to give up.
"It was a somewhat disappointing outing for us
tonight," said point guard
Charlton Young.
The Eagles, who had a
week off before meeting the
Bears, did not get on the board
until the 17:46 mark when
Wendell Charles bounced a
jumper off the window to tie
the game 2-2.
Both teams struggled from
the field for the first five
minutes of the game, managing just 16 points between
them.
A
layup
by
Young
following a steal put the
Eagles ahead 8-6 with 15:45
left in the half and Calvin
Sinkfield hit a leaning
jumper from the key to give
the Eagles a 10-6 lead going
into the first media timeout
with 14:56 on the clock.
The Eagles increased their
lead to 10 coming out of the
timeout
as
Tommy
Williams. Chris Birden and
Dexter Abrams all hit layups
to make the score 16-6 with
12:16 to go in the first stanza.
Following a jumper by
Mercer's sYauun Pounds cutting the lead to six, the Eagle's
Monty Noblitt drained a three
pointer from the right wing to
push the lead back up to nine
at 19-10 going into the second
media timeout with 9:23 left in
the half.
But, the Bears battled back.
Bear
forward
Shaun
Thompson grabbed an offensive rebound and put it back
in to cut the lead to one at 19-18
with 7:20 remaining before
the break.
The
Eagles
went on a short
o

An Abrams jumper made
the score 67-57 and a couple of
minutes later Sinkfield hit a
free throw to give the Eagles a
13-point lead at 73-60 the
largest margin of the night.
Following a timeout, the
Eagles came out and ran
some time off the clock and
the game became a free throw
shooting contest.
The Eagles hit enough free
throws to hold off a last
minute three-point onslaught
by the Bears to finish the game
plus seven in the scoring column.
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Calvin Sinkfield drives the lane. Sinkfield led the Eagles against TAAC rival Samford with 17 points. (File
photo)

run and increased their lead
to six on a jumper by Tony
Windless and a three pointer
by Young which made the
score 24-18.
A layup by Young followed
by an offensive rebound and
put-back by Windless moved
the Eagles lead up to eight at
28-20 with 5:28 on the clock.
The Eagles managed to get
their lead back out to 10 on a
tip in by Windless at 32-22, but
the Bears battled their way
back.
The Eagles scored only
three points in the last 3:24 of
the half.
A layup by Bear Kenny
Brown with .3 on the clock cut
the Eagles lead to four at 35-31
as they went into the locker
room.
The Eagles shot 3-11 from
the free throw line (for a
dismal 27%) in the first half,
much to the dismay of the
home crowd.
"Coach Kerns was concerned about our performance
in the half, especially from
the line," said Young.
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second half and immediately
deleted the lead when Brown
hit two free throws to tie the
game 35-35.
But Abrams got hot inside
and hit a couple of tough
jumpers inside to move the
Eagles back in front by six
with the score 43-37 going into
another media timeout with
14:43 remaining in the game.
Abrams came out of the
timeout and hit a layup to give
the Eagles a 45-37 lead.
When Mercer's Thompson
got a hoop and some harm,
then picked up a loose ball and
converted it into two more
points, the Eagles found their
lead dwindled to four at 45-41
with 13:45 left in the contest.
A rainbow three pointer
from Windless gave the
Eagles a six-point lead going
into a timeout by Mercer with
11:25 left on the clock.
When Young picked up his
fourth foul, freshman Adonis
Hill came in and immediately picked up the slack by
draining a three pointer from
the right baseline to give the
J-JCL^ICO a
icau with
wiuii lu.ti
Eagles
a ut-to
54-48 lead
10:41

remaining in the game.
The Bears cut the Eagles
lead to four on a driving layup
by Mike Smith to make the
score 59-55, but Mercer could
not get any closer.
Following a steal and
layup by Young, Sinkfield
converted on two free throws
and hit a jumper in the lane to
give the Eagles an eight-point

By John Munford

Staff Writer

The GSU Eagle baseball
team got their first win of the
season Friday, beating the
University of New Orleans, 72.
They weren't as lucky
against Tulane, losing 14-8
and also losing to LSU,
ranked 13th in the nation, by a
score of 20-7.
In the win over New
Orleans, the Eagles' bats
seemed to wake up. Right
fielder Todd Greene went 3 for
5 with three RBIs and center
fielder Mark Dean reached
base five times.
But, the real hero of the
game was Tim Roth. Roth (1-

THIS WEEK IN
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1)
pitched oirrVit
eight superb
innings, allowing only two
runs while striking out six
and walking only one. Ron
Buffington pitched the final
inning to pick up the save, his
first of the season.
In Saturday's 11-5 loss to
Tulane, a lack of offense
wasn't the problem. Second
baseman
Doug
Eder
continued to hit the ball well,
going 3 for 3 with a double and
a run scored.
However, the young, errant
Eagle pitching continued to be
a sore spot as Tulane scored
four of their 11 runs without
the benefit of a base hit.
On Sunday, LSU beat the
Eagles with the strong offense
that got them ranked 13th in

Baseball at South Carolina
SOFTBALL VS. SOUTH CAROLINA (DH)
Baseball at South Carolina
.27
SOFTBALL VS. UNC-CHARLOTTE (DH)
BASEBALL VS. SOUTH CAROLINA
M-BASKETBALL VS. STETSON
28&29 BASEBALL VS. WEST VIRGINIA
29
M- BASKETBALL VS. FLORIDA INTL

TAKE

SCUBA

3 p.m.
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
4 p.m.
7 p.m.
7:30p.m
7 p.m.
7:30p.m

SPRING QTR.

AND BE READY FOR SUMMER BREAK

'JJJJJ

DESSERTS SUPPLIED BY ALL OF THE
RELIGIOUS ORGANIZAATIONS OF CAMPUS
PROCEEDS TO GO TO THE STATESBORO
FOOD BANK
SPONSORED BY CR.M. (COORDINATED
RELIGIOUS MINISTRIES).
CO-SPONSORED BY AID ASSOCIATION FOR
LUTHERANS, BRANCH 5169

GSU ATHLETICS

(Home Games are in All Caps)

Feb.
25
26

The next home series
begins Thursday against
South Carolina at 7 p.m.

The Eagles conclude their
regular season this week with
two home conference games
against Stetson Thursday at
7:30 p.m. and Florida
International Saturday at 2
p.m.

Wenesday,
February 26
11am
tolpm
Student
Union
Rotunda

the nation.
nation.
the

The offense continued to
produce, however, led by
senior first baseman Mike
Miller, who went 2 for 5,
hitting a monstrous 440 ft
home run in the sixth inning
and Chris Petersen, who hit a
bases-clearing triple that
scored three runs, also in the
sixth.
The Eagles will hit the road
for two games Tuesday and
Wednesday
at
South
Carolina.

The Eagles improved their
record to 20-5 overall (11-1 in
the conference) while the
Bears drop to 8-17 overall (4-8
in the conference.)

FESTIVAL

Diamond Eagles notchfirstwin
_......

GSU was led by Sinkfield
who scored 17, while Young
scored 15, Abrams had 14 and
Windless added 12.

DIVE SOUTH
681-1764

FREE...

1,000.00 DOLLARS

YOU COULD BE ELIGIBLE
W STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
IS GIVING AWAY MONEY!!!
Come by the SGA office (Room 217) in the UNIVERSITY UNION
to pick up your SGA SCH0L0RSH1P APPLICATION.
REQUIREMENTS: 3.0 on 4.0 SCALE -MUST BE A RISING SENIOR NEXT FALL.
APPLICATIONS ARE DUE IN THE SGA OFFICE MARCH 9TH, 5:00 P.M.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT AMBER CORNELLIUS- SGA V.P. OF
ACADEMICS OR JEFF BARKER SGA PUBLICITY COORDINATOR AT 681-5631
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An 'up and down' week for Lady Eagles

By Eric Welsenmiller

Sports Editor

Bethune-Cookman 80,
GSU73
In a non-conference game on
Thursday night the Lady
Eagles (10-15) were beatt.n by
the Bethune-Cookman Lady
Wildcats (11-11) by a final
tally of 80-73.
GSU played an aggressive
game defensively, but shot
only 35 percent from the field
to suffer their fifth consecutive
defeat.
"We never could capitalize
on the things that we created
and therefore we didn't end up
scoring," said coach Drema
Greer.
After leading by one point
18-17 at the midway point in
the opening half, the Lady
Wildcats went on an 11-3 run
to increase their lead to 29-20
at the 6:27 mark.
With four minutes remaining in the half two Janice
Johnson free throws brought
GSU to with in one at 29-28.
B-C took advantage of three
Kim Farrington free throws in
the final 1:42 to cling to a onepoint 34-33 lead at halftime.
GSU stole the lead in the
second half on a jumper by
Gwenda Smith and a Gwen
Thomas lay up resulting from
a B-C turnover.
After enjoying a four-point
lead two minutes into the half,
the Lady Wildcats went on an
Gwenda Smith leads the fast break against Bethune-Cookman. The Lady Eagles fell victim to B-C on
18-2 tear. Donna Davis scored
Thursday, but rebounded against Stetson on Saturday. CPhoto bv Robby Weatherly)
11 of her 25 second half points
GSU could ony get as close their overall record at 11-11 three of which were treys.
in the five minute run.
Center Amanda Jones also had
At the 13:40 mark the Lady as five points in the remainder with the win.
Donna Davis led all scorers 19 for the Lady Wildcats.
Eagles found themselves down of the contest.
Bethune-Cookman evened iin
tramp wif-Vi
J„ scoring
. for GSU
54-42.
n thp
T
tne game
witn z97t nnints
pointsLeading
the

E

were Janice Johnson and Jill
Dunn with 12 points apiece.
Gwen Thomas and Stephanie
Christmas both contributed 10,
while Toy Williams had nine.
Subaricca Smith, who
started her first game of the
season, along with Gwenda
Smith posted eight a piece.

GSU 82,

At halftime the score stood
at 37-29. The Lady Eagles
never trailed in the ballgame
and opened-up a lead which
was extended to 16 points at
several points.
Stetson's Kristen Follis
paced the Lady Hatters with
22 points. She rallied her team
to within six with by nailing a
three pointer with 1:58
remaining in the game.
Gwen Thomas' two free
throws with 23.1 seconds left
put a lock on the game for
GSU at 80-69.
Janice Johnson paced the
Lady Eagles with 21 points
and eight rebounds. Thomas
had 14 and Jill Dunn added
nine.
Stephanie Christmas and
Subaricca
Smith each
contributed eight.

Stetson 74
Saturday evening was a
different story, and fortunately
for the Lady Eagles the night
ended happily.
GSU broke a five-game
losing skid by cruising to an
easy 82-74 victory over the
Lady Hatters of Stetson in
Hanner Fieldhouse.
GSU jumped out of the
starting blocks and establised
The Lady Eagles round out
a healthy lead early in the their regular season Saturday
contest. Six minutes into the at home versus Florida
first half the GSU led 18-5.
International at 5:15 p.m.

It's crazy here,' says Steve Avery

WEST PALM BEACH, Fla.
(AP) - Steve Avery soon discovered a difference in the
Atlanta Braves' training camp.
"It's crazy here," the lefty
said after he arrived on
Thursday.
This time the Braves aren't
perennial losers but defending
National League champions.
About 150 fans showed up at
the Braves' spring training
complex to welcome the team's
pitchers and catchers, who begin workouts today.
"Last year at this time we
might have had Tom and
Jerry, a couple of mice out
here," catcher Greg Olson said.
"This year, look at all these
people and we haven't even
started."
"The phone never stops
ringing," said ticket manager
Ham Higgins, who had to stop
spring season ticket sales at
1,800. "A lot of games are close
to sellouts."
"I know this is the most excited I've been for a spring
training," said manager Bobby
Cox, wbo typically shows little
emotion. But he's got a lot to
be excited about.
Unlike previous seasons,
when some Braves managers
struggled to fill every position
with even one talented player,
there is expected to be strong
competition for roster spots. :

lOKrystals
^^ PlusTax

'You want to have problems
like that," Cox said. "That's
when you know you're getting
better."
The rest of the arrivals are
excited, too.
"The offseason has gone just
like that," Olson said. "But
who cares? I think everybody
is dying to get back to work."
"I'm one guy that really
looks forward to the spring,"
said left-hander Tom Glavine,
last season's 1991 Cy Young
Award winner. "But now I
think everybody coming in
here will feel the same way.
"Everybody was really busy
during the offseason, getting
asked to do so many things,"
Glavine said. "It's nice to get
focused back on baseball. I will
have to say that the difference
between today and last year at
this time is really incredible."
It's more fun this time, said
left-handed reliever Kent

Next to Wal-Mart

MM

Braves are coming."
Even the little things are
diffent. Gone is the seven-step
walk between the lockers of
Avery and outfielder Deion
Sanders, who became close
friends last season. Now their
lockers are side by side, so, as
Avery put it, 'We'll never miss
each other."
►♦**

SUBWAY SUB EATING CONTEST
Contest to be held at

CITY LIMITS
Begins Tuesday, Feb. 11th- Ends on March 17th
6 Consecutive Weeks
Listen to WMCD (FM 100) for Details

GRAND PRIZE TOR TWO

7 Days - 6 Nights at Quality Inn on Daytona Beach during Spring Break;
1/2 Day Deep Sea Fishing
$25.00 Dinner Certificate
$300.00 Cash - Spending Money
Sponsored

[uimcD]
ON THE BEACH

Enjoy the film
IF@<fiihyiir®35

/frysta/

Mercker.
"I don't think the team has
much of a different attitude.
We never got too up or down
on ourselves last season," he
said.
"Usually we fill up this place
when the Dodgers or Mets
come to town, but now other
parks will sellout because the

own bedroom

All units 4 bedroom/ 4 bath

Ceiling Fans • Blinds • Microwave • Dishwasher • Ice Maker
• Washer • Dryer • Patio/ Deck • Pool • Basketball • Security
• Resident manager on site

Off Hwy 67

Call Today - Deana Martin

681-6994

If you're going to law school,
you need a good score on the

We can help. Stanley H. Kaplan, the
world's leading test prep organization,
will present its LS AT test prep course at
Augusta College for the June 15 test date.
With Kaplan's help, you can make the
score you need!
The diagnostic test at the first session is
FREE! Find out where you stand!

CLASS SCHEDULE

Sat., April 4
Sat., April 18
Sat., April 25
Sat., May 2
Sat., May 9
Sat., May 16
Sat., May 23

Orientation Diagnostic Test
Logical Reasoning I
Logical Reasoning II
Reading Comprehension
Logic Games I
Logic Games II
Writing Sample,
Strategy Review
Sat., May 30 Simulated LSAT
Sun., May 31 Optional Test
Sun., June 7 Test Review
Saturdays: 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. Sundays 1 - 5 p.m.
Don't take chances! Go with the best!
Call Augusta College Continuing Education at 737-1636 or the Kaplan Center at
1-800-868-0050.

§ STANLEY H. KAPLAN

The World's Best Test Prep Organization

ACTION ADS
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01 •Announcements
Are you creative T-shirt design
contest. Design a humorous and
tasteful psychology slogan.
Applications available in Psychology
office. Call Dr. Steirn for info at
681-5505.
ECKANKAR, the Religion of the
Light and Sound of God, presents:
Free Workshops. Friday, February
28, 8-9:30pmi The Light and Sound
of God. Saturday, February 29,
9:30-10:30am: Finding Your Own
Way of Experiencing God. Quality
Inn Downtown Savannah, 231 W
Boundary St. For more information,
call 912/739-3578.
Photographs will be taken for
campus organizations with the
exception of Greeks on Feb. 25-27
from 4-8 in the President's Dining
Hall in the Williams Center.
STUDENTS, FACULTY & STAFF
ONLY: YOU can put your own
message in this space for FREE! 25
words of less, please. Drop by the
Wms Center, Rm 111, or send your
classified ad to LB 8001. For free adE
you MUST include your name and
Landrum Box number.
Triangle Gay and Lesbian Informal
Discussion Group meets 7 pm
Mondays. Call Counseling Center
for further details at 681-5541.
YOGA CLUB meets 5 pm Mondays,
in Union. Wear loose clothing &
bring a mat or blanket. Beginners
welcome. Phone 681-0226 for
details.

03*Autos for Sale

Stop!!! Need cash? We need students
to stuff our dieting Sales Circulars!
Excellent Wages- $3 per envelope!
No experience required! Start
immediately! Send Long S.A.S.
Envelope: Galaxee Distributors P.O.
Box 1157 Forked River, NJ 08731.
Wanted: Tutor Counselors (4) for the
Georgia Southern University
Upward Bound Summer Program.
Upward Bound is a program
designed to motivate and prepare
high school students for
post-secondary education. In
working with the Upward Bound
Program, you will gain valuable
experience as well as enjoy lots of
fun. Applicants must (1) have
achieved college sophomore status,
or better by May 1992 (2) have a 2.3C
GPA or better (3) be available daily
from June 15 thru July 30, 1992 -no
summer school students please (4) be
committed to working with young
people (5) applicants must be
available to live on campus (in dorm)
with student from June 15 thru July
30 (6) be conscientious and
dedicated. Salary is $1,600 ($1,000
plus room and board). Applications
will be accepted thru April 12, 1992.
If interested apply at Upward Bound
Office
Williams Center-Upper Level
Landrum Box 8071
Statesboro, Georgia 30460
(912) 681-5458.
GOT A TRUCK??? Want to earn
extra money $$$? Do you have three
days to spare over Spring break? Cal
Mike at 876-6531.

1981 BMW 320i: For sale, good
condition, new tires, stereo system,
durable. Need to sale. Call anytime
at 681-9528. $2500.

Glasses found- Found at FoodMax
one week ago. Prescription glasses.
871-6146 or 681-4613.

For Sale: 1989 Sunbird SE, 2 door,
automatic transmission, AC,
AM/FM cassette, 39,000 miles.
$6500. Call 681-1940.

FAST
FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

11 «Help Wanted
♦EXTRA INCOME*
Earn from $200 - $500 weekly
mailing 1992 Travel Brochures. For
more information send an addressed
stamped envelope to: ATW Travel,
P.O. Box 430780, Miami, FL 33143
Alaska Summer Employmentfisheries. Earn $5,000+/month. Free
transportation! Room & Board! Over
8,000 openings. Male or female. For
employment program call
1-206-545-4155 ext. 312.
Find your future in Florida's
Business City... JACKSONVILLE!!
Recent grad (BA '88) wants to share
experiences learned with all
considering relocation. Send $8 for a
full newcomer kit including: top
employers, apt guide, map and
nightlife/entertainment info. Mail
check or money order to Robert
Watts, Suite 203-141, 5800 Beach
Blvd, Jacksonville, Florida 32207.
Lifeguards, Swim Coaches, Swim
Instructors: Summer positions
available in North Atlanta Area.
Certification classes available. Call
SwimAtlanta, (404)992-7665, for
information.
Looking for a super "Splashtacular"
summer job? Summer Waves on
beautiful Jekyll Island, GA has
seasonal openings in the following
areas: Red Cross Certified
Lifeguards, merchandising,
admissions, guest services, rentals,
administration and park services.
' Internships available. Positions
open mid-May thru mid-September.
$4.50-$6.50 per hour depending
upon job classification and
experience. March interviews are
now being scheduled for these
fantastic summer jobs!! Call us for
you spring break interview. Don't
miss out!! For complete info, pick up
an application and a brochure at
your college placement office or call
912/635-2074. Deadline for
applications is April 1st.

Joe"y"- Who's Detroit Mwcy? You
won't be shaving any 'N.D.' On my
back. Go VALPARAISGWHie
Tomahawk
Kelli-1 can do more damage to you
than you can do to me. Remember
this past weekend?- Angel
Kevin Cash- If you're not careful
you're going to lose her!! And I'd hate
to see that happen!- A concerned
friend
Mark O- You mean everything to
me! -Love Always, Sonya J.
Scott Johnson-1 owe you a six of
"suds".- Your Pi Sig Big
'
SPRING BREAK TO FLORIDA
BEACHES Fun in the sun, 4/rm.
Prices. Daytona $149, Panama City
$139. Kitch, wtrfrt & trans
available. Call CMI at
1-800-423-5264.
Tab- I am glad to have had the
chance to know and become a close
friend to you. Happy Valentine's
Day! -Your evening friend
Wolfgang- Wear those disgusting
Army shorts "on your own time," or
Phil and I will burn them (and your
V-neck). -Sincerely, Cliff Levingston
(#53)

For Sale: Golden Retriever puppies,
4 weeks old. Parents on premises.
Call 681-6080.

19*Rentals & Real Estate

For Sale- Clean red carpet for
dormitory room -$40. Refrigerator,
almost new for $60. Just call me and
we negotiate!! Telephone 681-3890.

=^

Jay Knight- Here are hints three anc
four: 3. You saw me too. 4. But not fo
long. -Your Pi SIg Big

LOST: A gold rope necklace with a
cross charm. Lost at Johnson, in the
parking lot, or around Dorman. $$$
Reward. Call Adam at 681-3625.

13'Miscellaneous for Sale

07'Education

I must have a U2 ticket. Please,
please, please help me find one. I car
not smile without one. Call 681-5305
or write me at LB 10445.

Must Sell: CFA Registered Blue
Persian kitten for sale. Born Oct.
1st, 1991. Make offer. Call 681-4237,
leave message.

LOST:Men's wedding band. Brushed
finished with row of five diamonds
across top. $$ reward. No questions
asked. Call 681-3354.

Fraternities, sororities; student
clubs. Earn up to $1000 in one
week. Plus receive a *1000
is bonus yourself. And a FREE
"* WATCHjustforcalling 1-800.932-0528 ExL 65.

Captain Joe Johnson- Quit playing
hard to get. The girl from
Indianapolis is it! -Dr. Ruth
P.S. Get a clue!!

Lost!! Pentax Zoom 70-R Camera.
Reward if found. Please call
852-5683.

Lost: Set of keys between soccer
fields and Landrum. Any info.
Please call 681-8804 or write LB
15251. Thanks. Ask for Jorge.

05«Business Opportunities

16«Personal

17«Pets& Supplies

12-Lost& Found

1983 Audi Coupe GT, red, 5-speed,
tinted windows, alloy wheels,
lowered suspension, body kit,
leather interior, sunroof,
performance exhaust, very
impressive CD system and alarm.
Joe at 681-1643. $2000

COLLEGE
SCHOLARSHIPS
GRANTS • LOANS
Results Guaranteed
1-800-527-1496

Need leasing agents for brand new
top of the line apartments for
students. Applicant must be
motivated and like working with
fellow students. Salary plus bonus.
Please call Lisa Hagy at 764-4199.

For Sale: Red Schwinn mountain
bike in practically new condition.
Call Cassie at 681-4044.
General Electric Color Television
For Sale: 19 inch, price negotiable.
Contact Mickey at 489-4136. Good
value for a television!!
Kitchen set- all black chairs,
excellent condition, 6 months old.
$300. Call Rob at 681-3333.
Sega Genesis with games, only $170
OBO. Men's Giant mountain bike21 speed, $100 OBO. Call Guy or
Heath at 764-7472.

14'Motorcycles
1986 Ninja: red and black, looks
brand new, includes all fairings, fast
and economical. Look good this
Spring on a Ninja. Must sell now.
Call Jeremy or Scott at 68104057.
$1400 OBO.

15*Musical
Female guitarist needed
immediately to start a new and
interesting band. Please call either
764-7040 or 489-2951.
Midnight Sun available for local
gigs. For more info call 489-4285 or
681-6267.
Midnight Sun implores you to
support your local bands. Keep your
eyes open for Ophelia, Daze, Home ol
Thousands, Vibe, and others.
Music is good for your Karmasupport Statesboro's local bands:
Jive Socket, Crashin', Abbey,
Ophelia, Daze, Midnight Sun, Home
of the Thousands, etc.

2 bedroom, 2 bath apartment at
Park Place. Call (912) 557-6483.
Duplex: 2 bedroom, 1 bath, full
kitchen, screened back porch, large
living room, lots of space.
$350/month. Available April 1st.
764-5512
Rentals Available March 1st- 2br
house, lbr apartment, 2br
apartment, 3 house. Call for info
764-5003, leave a message.
Sublease: 2 bedroom apartment,
with washer/dryer, across from
campus. $240/month. Call 681-6135.
Trailer for rent- 2 br, 2 baths,
central heat and air. Located neat
Stadium. $300/month. For more info
call: 681-2030.
University Place Duplex: Room for
rent: Walking distance from campus.
Own room, 1/2 utilities, $200/month.
Start Spring Quarter (April thru
August). 681-1852. Leave message.
WANTED ASAP: Black female
seeking a 1 bedroom or efficiency
apartment. Also interested in
rooming with other black females.
Write to F.A. At LB 12084.
Wanted: People wanted to sublease
apt. For summer. Washer/dryer.
Rent neg.M! Call ASAP. 681-1632
#82 Park Place

20*Roommates
Female roommate needed ASAP to
share house with own room.
$135/month, 1/5 utilities. Looking
for reliable and trustworthyindividual. Contact Sandra at
764-8680.
Female roommate needed for Spring
Qtr. Nonsmoker. 1 bedroom apt.
Fully furnished except for bedroom.
$150/ month negotiable and 1/2
utilities. 681-4728.
Female roommate needed starting
Spring Quarter in Hawthorne II.
681-2424.
Female roommate needed to
sublease for Summer Str. Stadium
Walk, low rent. Please call Julie at
681-2391.
Female roommate needed to take
over lease at Chandler Square
Apartments beginning Spring
Quarter. No security deposit. Please
call 681-6964.

SNOOKY'S

SCULPTURED
NAILS

$25.00
WITH THIS »D

FILL-IN'S $10.00
871-6412

"Good Home Cooking!"

Open Mon.-Sat. 6 a.m. to 10 p.m.

SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCH & DINNER
(LUNCH & DINNER BUFFET)

Student Meal Tickets -

10% Discount on purchase of $100 or more meal ticket.

11 E. Kennedy St.

Statesboro

Female roommates needed for
Summer Quarter, Eagles Court
Apartment. Own room furnished if
you like, own bathroom, pool,
volleyball. Rent + 1/2 utilities. Call
681-2129, leave message.
Male roommate needed for Spring
Qtr. Half mile from Stadium in a
duplex. $162.50 per month plus half
utilities. Call 681-3694 for Richard
or Lee.
Need 1 or 2 female roommatesEagles Court starting Spring
Quarter. $200 for own room or $100
to share room. Own bathroom.
681-9887, leave message.

&

ECKANKAR,
the Religion of the Light and Sound of God,
presents: The 1992 GA Regional Seminar

The Quest for Spiritual Freedom

What we want to do is contact the Voice of God, which is the Holy
Spirit. This Voice of God can be known through the Light and Sound
that uplifts us so that we can reach into the high states of spiritual
consciousness.
Friday thru Sunday, February 28 thru March 1,1992
Quality Inn Downtown Savannah • 231 W. Boundary St.
For information, call (912) 739-3578

Nonsmoker female roommate
needed immediately. 2 bedroom/
bath. Furnished except for your
bedroom. Rent includes water and
trash pick-up. Call 764-5251 and
leave message.

Come Taste The
Cream of The CROP

Roommate needed Spring and
Summer. Chandler Sq. Furnished
except for your bedroom and bath.
$215 per month + 1/4 utilities. Call
Jan at 681-9314.
__
Roommate needed to share 1990 2 br
trailer 1 mile from school.
$150/month + 1/2 utilities. Call
537-1187, ask for Brian.
Roommate needed: own bedroom in
furnished apartment. Close to
campus. For more info call Shawn at
681-1396. Call anytime ASAP.
Roommates needed for Sussex Apt.
Fully furnished including bedrooms.
1 for Spring Qtr. 2 for Summer Qtr.
Call 681-4018 and ask for Greg.

10% OFF

Sublease: Park Place #7 ASAP. 2
bedroom, 2 bath. Get my deposit
back at the end of July. Call
681-9242. Ask for Drew.
Sublease: Spring and Summer
Quarters. Female needed. Private
bedroom, private bath. Fully
furnished except bedroom. Eagles
Court, poolside. Call Tamela at
681-9846.

21'Services
Auto Detailing- Clean inside and
out. Wash, wax, vacuum, & Armor
All. Most cars only $20. Call Eric for
appointment. 681-2294.

L,

No sale
items.

Baskin

f '!:!: -■>''

Robbins

Ice Cream

J-

606 Fair Road
681-1227

Precision Auto

Custom knives made to your
specifications. Free estimates.
Sheaths extra. Great for Hunters
and collectors. Write LB 11744 or
call 1-685-5946 after 4pm M-F for
more info.
Daily announcement of Intramurals
available on CR/I Hotline at
681-5261.
Excellent typing done. Only 75(2 per
page. Printed on a laser printer. The
ultimate typing experience. Call
764-7225. Ask for Elmer.
Holes is your wall need repair? Good
work! Reasonable price! Call
Stephen at 871-6144.
Intelligent English major with
excellent composition and language
skills seeking employment as
English editor, proofreader, and/or
office assistant. Local, campus
references available. Call 764-7560.
Lab and Textbooks printed! Fast
affordable service. Profit to you or
your department. Free estimates. 40
years experience. Retired GSU
professor. Arv 764-7421 (before

discount with this
coupon

764-8691

TYPING - Drop-off & pick-up on
cam- pus. See Peggy 116 South
Bldg., call 681-5586 or 681-6520.
Quick service (usually overnight),
very good rates
TYPING - Fast & Reasonable. Call
Jean 852-5405
TYPING - Reasonable rate.
Resumes, term papers, etc. Letter
quality or Dot Matrix printers. Call
Brenda, 681- 5301, or drop by
Carroll, Rm 86

2 Blocks East of Court
House

Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 8-6
Sat. 8-12

Your Eyes Have It!

Physical Education major needs
money, cooks, cleans, can take of
children four and older. Has
transportation. Ask for Joe,
764-5360.
PREGNANT?
Parent and Child Adoption Services
Can Help. Free counseling, medical
and housing assistance available.
Call Collect (912)238-2777.

64-B East Main St.

I

ii

Specializing In
Eyecare
& Contact Lenses
for GSU Students
and Faculty

Dr. Sherri Becker
OPTOMETRIST

Office Hours:

Mon-Wed 8:30am - 5:30pm
Thurs 9:30am - 7:00pm
Fri 8:30 - 3:00pm

9 Lester Koad • 764 - 5609

University Typing Svc - Word proc.
for faculty & students. Term papers
SEE ACTION ADS, PAGE 10

John Barrett Development

Players

Club
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charged

with

alcohol violations can be placed
on probation or required to
perform community service on
campus, Bayens said. Some are
required to attend one-hour
alcohol education seminars.

BUSH
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

22«Sports & Stuff
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an effort by the president's
damage control experts to spur
a relief effort for the Kurds.
The phrase "finishing what
one starts" comes to mind,
particularly with Hussein
still in office.
Is this an example of someone committed to ideals? Is
this a president who really
cares about the people he is
supposed to be leading?
I don't think so.
It is more of an example of
the machinations of someone
who used to head up the CIA.

To tell the truth, I haven't
yet gone through the
Democratic contenders to see
which one I'd vote for, but I
have a few ideas.
Still, the way things have
been going, I've been thinking about casting my vote for
a newspaper columnist. An
odd choice, I'd agree, but one
that bears looking at.
Dave Barry.
Recommended Reading:
The Prince - By Niccolo
Machiavelli

PHOTOGRAPHY
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

5

two when shooting with this
accessory. To compensate for
this loss, it's a good idea to
have some medium-speed (ISO
100-200) and fast film (ISO
400-1000) in your camera bag.
These films produce photographs and slides with more
grain than slow films (ISO 50
and 64), but as photographer
Martin Roberts once said, "If a
picture is so boring that you
notice the grain, it's not a good
picture."

perhaps the most important
nature photography accessory.
When shooting near lakes,
rivers, waterfalls and beaches,
a polarizing filter can reduce
glare on water. It can also
darken white clouds against a
blue sky and make pictures
look sharper by reducing atmospheric haze.
A polarizing filter also reduces the amount of light entering the lens, so you'll lose
an f-stop or shutter-speed or

SWINSON

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

8
to books. Editing included. Letter
quality printing. Majorie Bell, Ed.D.
681-3716
Will do TYPING - Essays, Reports,
Term Papers. Done on computer,
rough draft available. $2.50 per
page. Call Mrs. Linda Chambers at
237-2000.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

letters are part of the university's system of documenting the
scope of student alcohol problems.
Students

UGA

ACTION ADS
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Admiration,
and
Appreciation.
Hold tight Magic, ana remember that God Almighty is
the source from which those
who are written off gain another opportunity to shine in a

MOTHER GOOSE

dark world.
Now
to
African
Americans, we can have that
"black power" if we strive to
fulfill "the dream" but we
must realize the real power
lies in the Source of that
dream.

& GRIMM

1991 Raleigh Technium 20" bike,
aluminum, must sell. Like new.
Only ridden about 40 miles total. Ca)
Jordy at 681-1127.
For Sale: JVC Pullout. Relatively
new, make offer or trade for a
moutain bike, contact Bryan at
681-2479 or leave message.

23'Stereo & Sound
For Sale- Sony car Discman. Looks
brand new. Includes all car
adaptors, or can be used with your
home stereo. Must sell now. $125
OBO. Ask for Jeremy at 681-4057.
Orion amps, 160 watts-$150, 40
watts-$100, Kenwood Passive
EQ-$70, Kenwood 3 way 5 1/4

speakers-$50. All in excellent shape.
Call Greg at 681-4018. OBO on any
item.
Yamaha Bookshelf 3-way surround
sound, 140 watt, brand new, $100
pair. Rob at 681-3333

27-Wanted

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

The student Organization
Court hears violations of the
University Conduct Codes by
the school's organizations.
Hull ruled that the meetings

POETRY SOUGHT FOR BOOK.
General poetry is being accepted for
possible publishing in our upcoming
book "Ride the Wind". Please submit
one or two original poems 28 lines or
less (any subject or style) by March
15,1992 to: The Inner Press, 9481
Canal Road, Gulfport, MS 39503.
(601) 831-4367. There is no reading
fee.
We're looking for a top fraternity,
sorority, or student oraganization
that would like to earn $500-$1500
for a one week on-campus marketing
project. Must be organized and hard
working. Call Lee at 800-592-2121
ext. 115.

2

market. It's tough competing
for jobs out in the work world,
especially during a sluggish
economy."
Many GSU students
complain that the Placement
Office's registration process
is out-of-date and laborious.
However, according to the
Placement
Office,
the
registration process has been
updated.
The office now uses a computer program called Resume

of the student Organization!
Court are not meetings of a*
governing body of the state andf
thus not part of the state's,
Open Meetings law.

POP
Q: What is a double good deal?
A: A Sonic Brown Bag Special!
Q: What is a Sonic Brown Bag Special?
® Junior Sonic
Burger x 2

28'Weekends & Travel
SPRING BREAK- Daytona Beach,
Florida: 6 days only $69, call
1-800-344-8914

(D Regular French
Fries x 2

PLACEMENT
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

3

(?) Regular Soft
Drink x 2

Expert, which is a direct and
simple way for students to
register with the office.
Consequently, students no
longer have to fill out the
various Placement Office
forms and cards.
"I feel that students should
begin using the Placement
Office early in their college
career; therefore, they can
make contacts and utilize all
the services the office
provides," said GSU registrar
Mike Deal.

•(§) All of the above!

%mk BQWQQ Bag §\p®%M

Drive-In
Drive-Thru

Febraury 1 - February 29
Phone
489-4544

322 S. Main St.
North of the Triangle

If you give a crap...

Get involved!

LEADERSHIP AND VISION

BY MIKE PETERS

WOMEN'S AWARENESS WEEK
MARCH 2-6, '
GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY
Wednesday, March 4
Noon, University Union, Room 247, Brown Bag Lunch*

Crash the Diet - Don't Crash Diet

Noon.University Union, Room 247,Brown Bag Lunch*

• Ms. Whitney Himet, Health Educator, Health Center- This,
program is designed to enhance your skills for safe, healthy, and
permanent weight loss. Learn how to increase your self esteem
and body image, and create nutritional habits that will last a
lifetime. Your days of feeling like a failure are over. 'Beverages
will be provided

Monday, March 2
Women and Work

4:30 PM, University Union, Room 247

• Mr. Dave Graham, Director, Placement Office - Mr. Graham
will examine some emerging employment trends that will offer
opportunities for women in five key business areas heretofore
dominated by men. The importance of self-assessment in career
planning will also be discussed. 'Beverages will be provided.

• Ms. Ann Marie Lawler, Associate Athletic Director, University of
Florida - Ms. Lawler will address issues facing women athletes
on college and and university campuses.

4:00 PM, University Union, Room 247

7:00 & 9:30 PM, University Union Theater, Movie*

Women & Disability: Beyond Helen
Keller & History
• Ms. Regina Blok, Counselor/Disabled Student Service Coordinator,
Counseling Center- Ms. Blok will present a view of the -disability movement and the impact on, and contributions of, women
in America.
7:30 PM, University Union Ballroom

-

KEYNOTE ADDRESS: "Breaking
Barriers: Women and Politics"
•

The Honorable Susan Weiner, Mayor, City of Savannah

Tuesday, March 3
7:30 AM, University Union Ballroom, Research Breakfast"

fiKpe/uence tk di||eftence!

NOWPRE-LEASING!
QlANDLED &QUAI2E
APARTMENTS

"Putting Women in Their Place"
• Dr. Anastat'ta Sims, Assistant Professor, Department of History Dr. Sims will discuss her Work on women and their place in
history. *A Continental Breakfast will be served. Reservations
Required.
11:30 AM, University Union, Room 247, Brown Bag Lunch*

Sexual Harrassment in the Workplace
and the Classroom
• Ms. Mary McCoy, Affirmative Action Officer, Office of Affirmative Action; Dr. Jane Thompson, Assistant Dean, Office of Special
Programs- Sexual harrassment is a form of discrimination and
is illegal in the workplace and in the classroom. Ms. McCoy
and Dr. Thompson will discuss the legal definition of sexual
harassment and procedures for filing a complaint. ^Beverages
will be provided
4:00 PM, University Union, Room 247

African-American Women in Literature
• Ms. Georgene Bess, Instructor, Department of English and Philosophy-TW\s program will focus on literature by and about the
African-American woman which reflects some of the myths,
legends, and social forces molding the African-American female
character.

•Flats
-Pool
•Townhouses
•Volleyball
0 _ „ .,
^r , ^
*2-3
Bath
.. _, , /
•Washer/Dryer
•Clubhouse
Come by & tour our model unit... or call 681-6765

Located next to Paulson Stadium

Women in Sports

■ Girlfriends
• Claudia Weill's directing debut was one of the first fiction films
to come easily and spontaneously out of the culture of women's
liberation. Girlfriends deals with a woman in her twenties
trying to find her way in the world. Sponsored by Union
Productions 'Regular admission will be charged

Thursday, March 5
11:30 AM, University Union, Room 248, Brown Bag Lunch*

Career Satisfaction Decisions
• Ms. Colleen Moore, Office of Staff Development- Time management, stress management, and career planning decisions will be
discussed as forces which influence career satisfaction and selffullfillment. We regret that we will be unable to issue magic
wands! However, we invite you to come prepared for a lively
discussion aimed at answering the following questions: Can I
exchange my stress for peace of mind? Can I get it done and
still be human? Where do I want my career to be five years
from now? ^Beverages will be provided.
4:00 PM, University Union, Room 248

Date/Acquaintance Rape on the
College Campus
• Ms. Audrey Campbell, Counselor, Counseling Center- "It"
continues to happen...the pain goes on...legal actions continue
to further victimize...which way now? The widely -acclaimed
video presentation, Campus Rape will be shown; society's
gender role expectations/conditioning will be discussed;
guidelines for protection/prevention will be given. Awareness,
sensitivity, support and responsibility are demanded of each of
us, regardless of gender.
7:00 PM, Johnson Hall

The Beast Within
• Ms. Stephanie Ray, Counselor, Counsling Center- The Beast
Within" is a program that deals with relationship abuse. The
program centers around a graduate student who is forced to
look at his violent behavior patterns. Relationship abuse is a
growing crime on college campuses. Statistics prove that,
without intervention, three out of four violent relationships will
end in death.

7:00 PM, Johnson Hall

Personal Safety for Women
• Mr. Mitch Jones, Public Safety Officer, University Police-This
presentation will offer some simple, basic tips for avoiding
potential danger. Information regarding stranger and date rape,
avoidance and resistance techniques, and police reporting and
response will be provided.
8:00 PM, University Union Ballroom

Rene Bray
• Comedienne, Sponsored by Union Productions

Women's Awareness
Week is supported by
The Office of the
President, Office of
Multicultural Affairs,
Office of Affirmative
Action, The GSU
Foundation, Student
Affairs, Academic
Affairs

SPECIAL
EXHIBITS
These exhibits will be
open during regular
operating hours MondayFriday, March 2-6.

"The Lady from
Long"
GSU Museum - This
exhibit will feature the
accomplishments of the
late Helen Williams
Coxson. A publisher,
editor and insurance
company owner, Ms.
Coxson was one of the
first women in the
Georgia Legislature, was
the first women to serve
on the State Pardons and
Parole Board, and was
described as a "woman
before her time." Writing by Ms. Coxson and
other materials related to
her life will be on display.

Women's Art
Exhibition
Gallery 303, Small
Gallery, Donna Fcnncll,
Curator- This exhibit
will feature the works of
seven senior women
artists.

"Women in Print"
Books Plus, University
Union - Books Ww will
feature a literary collection on women's studies
topics. There will be a 15
percent discount on
selected publications.

Lady Eagle
Basketball
TAAC Tournament,
Thursday, Friday,
Saturday, Time TBA

Friday, March 6

FORTHCOMING
ATTRACTION

12:00 PM, University Union, Room 247, Brown Bag Lunch*

• Tuesday, March 28,4:00

Victim Rights on Campus
Dr. Edward Bayens & Ms. Lea Chapman, Office of Special
Programs - Dr. Bayens and Ms. Chapman wilt discuss campus
judicial procedures designed to assist victims of sexual assault.
These procedures apply to all sexual assaults regardless of the
victim's decision to pursue or not to pursue criminal charges in
a court of law. ^Beverages will be provided.

PM, GSU Museum
Lecture Hall - "Women
Printers: Inheritors of
theBlackArt"-Dr.
Martha Jane Zachert

